### Fire Weather:

As an upper-level low pressure center travels northeast through Oregon, showers and wet thunderstorms continue today for southwest and central Oregon and spread into eastern Oregon and eastern Washington. Some showers could be heavy enough to raise concerns for debris flow in burn scars. Gusty, erratic outflow winds are likely around storms. North/northeast winds will lighten through the day in central Washington while relative humidity remains low. Showers will linger along the eastern edge of the region into tomorrow. Westerly winds will pick up tomorrow, particularly through Cascade gaps as the low pressure center moves east of the region. Upper-level ridging will briefly build over the region Thursday afternoon before a minor upper-level disturbance brings shower chances to western and northern Washington and stalls the warming trend Friday. RIDGING will build back Saturday leading to warmer, drier conditions lasting at least into early next week.

Check your NWS forecasts for the latest details in your area.

### Fire Potential:

Fire danger indices should stay close to seasonal normal through the next week. While wind and humidity combinations could boost fire behavior at times, the conditions are not expected to last long enough to move the risk of significant fires above normal. Lightning could ignite some new fires, but recent wet conditions will limit spread potential.

### Preparedness Level:

- **Northwest:** 3
- **National:** 3
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